Abstract

Purpose – The application of smart contract can greatly reduce transaction costs and improve transaction efficiency. The existing smart contract are expensive, single application scenario and inefficient. This paper aims to propose a new smart contract model to solve these problems.

Design/methodology/approach – By investigating the research history, models and platforms, this paper summarizes the shortcomings of existing smart contracts. Based on the content and architecture of traditional contract, a smart contract model with wider application scope is designed.

Findings – In this paper, several models are used to describe the operation mechanism of smart contracts. To facilitate computer execution, a decomposition method is proposed, which divides smart contracts into several sub-contracts. Then, the advantages and deployment methods of smart contract are discussed. On this basis, a specific example is given to illustrate how the application of smart contract will change our life.

Originality/value – Smart contract is gradually applied to more fields. In this paper, the structure and operation mechanism of smart contract system in reality are given, which will be beneficial to the application of smart contract to more complex systems.
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1. Introduction

Smart contract is the program deployed in a distributed network that can acquire outside information and update the internal state automatically. Szabo proposed the concept of smart contract as early as 1993, but it was not widely promoted because of the lack of digital systems and technologies that could support programming. After the emergence of Ethereum, a built-in Turing-complete scripting language, the popularity of smart contracts began to rise rapidly. In theory, Ethereum can create any transaction type and application through the “smart contract” mechanism (Gao et al., 2016). Currently, smart contracts are mainly used in blockchain or distributed ledgers. The smart contracts used by platforms such as Ethereum (Buterin, 2014) and Hyperledger Fabric (Androulaki et al., 2018) have some deviation from the initial definition of smart contracts.

Smart contracts can realize automation, intelligence, efficiency and credibility of transactions. There are still some problems in existing smart contract, such as the low degree of intelligence and the inefficiency of consensus mechanism. To apply smart contract
to real life, this paper designs smart contract model which is more intelligent, better structured and easy for computer to understand. It will be conducive to the application of smart contract to more fields.

Through the research history, existing shortcomings of smart contracts, traditional contracts and practical needs, the future goals of smart contracts are proposed. In Section 2, we will focus on the history of smart contracts. In Section 3, the key point is to combine the shortcomings of smart contract and traditional contract, to carry out the demand analysis of smart contract and introduce the intelligent method. In Section 4, we describe the ultimate goal of our smart contract model through execution model, structure model and state model. In Section 5, taking the milk industry as an example illustrate that the application of smart contract can change the existing production and consumption structure and the transaction mode.

2. History of research

2.1 The history of smart contract research

Majority of smart contract procedures are based on blockchain technology. Existing smart contracts control digital currencies principal. Whereas they were found having defects and deficiencies in the course of their operations, leading to more serious consequences, such as “The DAO” and Ethereum Parity wallet incident, which caused a large number of digital currencies to be stolen, causing a large loss. If these program bug cannot be processed, smart contracts will be difficult to manipulate real assets.

2.1.1 Intelligence of smart contract. How to make smart contracts more intelligent is one of the focuses of current researchers. The ultimate goal of smart contracts is to use computers instead of human beings to bring more efficient and accurate transaction efficiency.

Frantz and Nowostawski (2016) proposed a semi-automatical method for translation of human-readable contracts into computational language equivalents. Idelberger et al. (2016) discuss the advantages of law and technology in a logic-based smart contract platform, and propose logical and procedural approaches that complement each other. Raskin (2016) studied smart contracts from a legal perspective in the literature published in 2016, explaining how smart contracts operate in current contract law. Norta (2016) designed a smart contract application layer for decentralized autonomous organizations for the problem of false claims that are difficult to resolve in the event of conflicts in traditional contract machines and the current smart contract deployment at the protocol level.

2.1.2 Efficiency of contract implementation. The efficiency of smart contracts is not high enough. For large-scale applications, it needs to increase processing speed.

Dickerson et al. (2017) proposed a new approach based on adaptive software memory technology that allows miners and verifiers to execute smart contracts in parallel, proving that multicore architectures can increase the throughput of smart contract processing. Cong and He (2018) deemed that smart contracts and distributed ledgers can save costs and analyze the impact of blockchain technology on business. The birth of blockchain guarantees the security of smart contract, but the existing consensus mechanism is inefficient; thus, smart contract cannot be put into use on a large scale.

2.1.3 The application of smart contract. The ultimate goal of all research on smart contracts aims at applying them to reality. At present, there are many studies for real life in smart contracts.

Brandstätter focuses on the efficiency characteristics of smart contracts. Based on the challenges of distributed generation and smart grids to the distribution network, regulatory reforms are needed. Smart contracts solve this problem well. Besides, network capacity and
security issues can be settled appropriately as well. The article lists three examples for the application of smart contracts in postponing network investment (Brandstädt et al., 2011). Nugent et al. (2016) apply smart contracts to complex data management in medical clinical trials, avoiding tampering with data due to other factors, improving test credibility and improving health service levels. Christidis considers applying blockchain and smart contract technology to the Internet of Things to solve the problem of facilitating sharing and services and automatically addressing password verification. Deployment of the system can save a great number of time and cost. In the deployment process, we need to consider the impact of the privacy of digital assets on the expectation of network transactions (Miller and Bentov, 2016).

2.1.4 The model of smart contract. Models are very important in scientific research. It can reveal the shape, characteristics, essence and development law of the object of study in an abstract form. But now, there are relatively few theoretical studies on the smart contract model.

The smart contract in Ethereum can input value and information, and change its value and status after entering (Buterin, 2014). Richard (2015) thinks that the model of smart contract “smart contract is a computer program running on copiable and shared books, which can process information, receive, store, and send value”. The smart contracts of platforms such as Tron and Ethereum use such logic. Eze et al. (2017) proposed a triple smart contract model based on blockchain technology. The model is decomposed into technical models, legal models and business models for processing. To support this mechanism, the assets are divided into four categories, as shown in Figure 1.

2.2 Platform

Different smart contract platforms adopt different blockchain types. For example, Ethereum mainly uses the public chain, while Hyperledger Fabric adopts the alliance chain. Ethereum is the first platform to truly support smart contract programming. Unlike UTXO, which is used by Bitcoin, it uses the Account model, so the state can be directly reflected in the latest block without backtracking. The contract code runs on the EVM (Buterin, 2014).

Hyperledger Fabric proposes a blockchain solution consisting of peers, chains, channels, and consensus services. Each peer can have multiple account books and participate in multiple chains at the same time. The peers communicate via a channel connection (Androulaki et al., 2018).

Corda uses the Kotlin programming language and runs in the JVM. It uses the UTXO model for the account, but does not use the blockchain for record transactions, does not require mining, and has no built-in tokens. By Notary verification method, transactions in Corda will not be broadcast to the entire network, only between the participants and the notary. This makes Corda fast and low-cost, but it also brings poor scalability.

Figure 1.
Assets classification
Tron’s original intention was to achieve a truly decentralized internet, allowing users to take ownership and disposition of the data they created, and to solve the serious problem of Internet centralization at this stage. Compared to a centralized Internet architecture, Tron is able to: data freedom, decentralized infrastructure and personal digital asset issuance. Tron uses the UTXO model to build blockchains, and to be more intuitive, Tron’s designers abstracted the concept of accounts and cached account information locally, which is convenient for users.

Also, there are some platforms used to validate the logic of contract. The formal verification tool CertiK turns the smart contract into a mathematical model and verifies it through logical operations to prove the security of the smart contract. The whole verification process divides a comprehensive problem into several small problems that are easy to prove (Ronghui et al., 2018). After proving all minor problems, recombine them again while ensuring end-to-end correctness. Chengdu Blockchain Security has developed a VaaS blockchain formal verification platform to provide formal verification services for Eos. GrantPassmore released ImandraContracts at the 2nd Global Blockchain Developer Summit to provide formal verification of smart contracts for Ethereum. The MATRIX platform advocates the integration of blockchain and smart contracts, using scripting language to illustrate contractual intent, transforming into contract code through neural network-based code generation technology, and optimizing and transforming code against network and analog performance evaluation methods until Generate contract codes that meet security requirements (Steve, 2018).

3. Demand analysis of smart contract

3.1 From traditional contract to smart contract

The basic contents of traditional contracts include: subject matter, contract participants, quantity and quality, price or remuneration, contract duration, mode of performance, liability for breach of contract, dispute settlement method and additional clauses (The State Council, 1999). Participants, contract content (transaction content, mode of performance, time limit, etc.), liability for breach of contract and dispute settlement method are the necessary contents of a contract.

A contract needs to go through several stages from preparation to the end of its life cycle: preparation before signing, contract examination and approval, contract signing, contract review, contract performance and contract filing. When disputes arise over the content of the contract, the parties usually consult first. If the negotiation is unsuccessful, the relevant departments shall apply to supervise the implementation of the dispute settlement method in accordance with the contract; if there is a serious breach of contract, legal means shall be used to resolve it.

Traditional contracts are manually signed, and their implementation needs the protection of third-party organizations. Once disputes arise, they can only be judged afterwards, which will cause delays in the post-project. Traditional contracts are signed according to contract law, mostly in paper version, which brings difficulties in management and contract progress monitoring. Although electronic contract has appeared, it only facilitates circulation and synchronization, and has not fundamentally solved the problems of timeliness and monitoring (Table I).

Traditional contracts have great inspiration for logic completeness of smart contracts. The design of smart contract not only needs to consider the participants and contract content, but also needs to incorporate breach of contract liability and penalty and dispute resolution into the contract implementation process to eliminate the drawbacks of traditional contracts as far as possible.
3.2 Deficiencies of existing smart contract

3.2.1 The intelligence of smart contracts is not enough. The current smart contracts can only perform simple digital currency verification and exchange. The contracts are all man-made and not truly intelligent. Security issues and asset theft are not automatically recognized, resulting in significant losses and security breaches that can be discovered. The intelligence of contract generation can be realized by applying speech recognition, natural language processing, transaction model recognition and security check based on semantic analysis to the contract generation process. In the process of implementation, digital assets are used as the underlying support, which is convenient for smart contracts to call.

3.2.2 Scalability, compatibility and portability are poor. At present, all contract deployment and execution can only be on a specific blockchain, and cross-chain collaboration confuses the researchers. As the transaction data is stored in the contract, the new features are difficult to expand. All contracts are designed for specific needs and are only valid for one or a type of transaction. If there are subtle differences, a new contract is required. Thus, we can establish standardized, pluggable interfaces for all contracts and unify contract specifications and rules. Use cross-chain technology to solve the problem of isolated islands in the chain.

3.2.3 Contracts may conflict with the realism laws. At present, the design of smart contracts has not considered the constraints of real laws. The legality of many digital currencies, including Bitcoin, has not been recognized in most countries. When manipulating real assets, you need to consider the law from the beginning of the contract. After the contract is converted to machine language, it is also necessary to ensure that the contract still meets the relevant requirements of the law. These can be solved by introducing computational law to ensure that the contract design meets the contractual standards set by law and is tested after the contract is generated.

3.2.4 It is difficult to guarantee the fairness and credibility. The fairness of the contract means that the contract will not appear to be beneficial to one of the parties, nor will there be a contract that violates the principle of market transactions, and no one can obtain an undue advantage through the contract. Validation by formal methods confirms that the contract does not present a vulnerability that is clearly beneficial to one party. Calculate whether the legal analysis of the contract is fair. Is there a contractual content that violates the contract law?

3.2.5 Access control. Access control issues will arise when multiple contracts are executed simultaneously. If you can’t get a good solution, syncing and concurrency can lead to chaos, which can lead to confusion of contract logic data, resulting in significant economic

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Schedule</th>
<th>Shortcomings</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Signing</td>
<td>Ambiguity</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Inequality caused by information asymmetry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Execution</td>
<td>Delay</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High default rate</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dispute</td>
<td>Conflict of different contract contents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult in adjudication</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Default</td>
<td>Low default cost</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High resistance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security</td>
<td>Easily tampered with</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Difficult to preserve</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>High management cost</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table I. Shortcomings of traditional contracts
and property damage. The order of execution can be confirmed by time stamping, and the concurrent system inspection mechanism is used for verification.

3.2.6 Smart contracts are difficult to upgrade. In the smart contract project represented by Ethereum, all the data are stored in the contract. Once the contract is upgraded, all the data stored in the previous contract will be cleared (Buterin, 2014). This is not in line with the current software’s idea of resolving vulnerabilities and adding content through upgrades. Therefore, we can divide the contract into data contracts and logical contracts, and only upgrade the logical contracts to ensure the credibility of the data contracts. It is also possible to create a new contract at the time of the upgrade and use the existing contract content as a new block for the new contract.

3.3 The goal of smart contract

Based on the above information, we hope that the smart contract can automatically generate contracts for real-world application scenarios, and adjust according to the user’s individual needs. After the contract is signed, the contract can be automatically executed. When a certain condition is reached, the contract is automatically executed according to the preset input and rules. It does not need external transaction triggering, automatically changes the contract status, and records the new status to the blockchain to prevent human tampering and avoid individual person or organize monopoly information. In addition to this, it is necessary to ensure the supervision of all auto-executed contracts. The system needs to solve the problem of automatically executed transactions and to prioritize the transactions with less resources.

In view of the above problems, with reference to the shortage of traditional contract and current smart contracts, combined with the current research status, the objectives of smart contract are: intelligent, consistent, efficient, compatible, convenient and observable.

3.3.1 Intelligence. Intelligence means that you can automatically convert requirements from natural language to machine language, automatically match according to requirements, generate required contracts and interact with real-world assets. It can be divided into the following sections: natural language requirements are converted to machine language requirements; machine language requirements are converted to machine language contracts; and machine language contracts are converted to standardized contracts, contract verification and contract execution. In the end, it can be guaranteed that the contract can be completed automatically without any manual intervention from generation to running to logout.

3.3.2 Consistency. The consistency of smart contracts has two levels of meaning: the consistency of the state of the system, consistent with the real law. Consistent system status means that all assets and contract execution in the smart contract system are in the same state, ensuring that there is no “double flower problem”. Consistent with the real law indicate that all the clauses in the smart contract cannot violate the law, and all of its actions should meet the relevant requirements of the law, but some links may be different from the contract. The contract needs to include the needs of the parties and related laws, all of which are clearly stated and there is no ambiguity.

3.3.3 Efficiency. Efficient means that the smart contract is executed at a sufficient speed, the operating cost is lower than the existing substitutes, and the problem solving in the transaction is more efficient than the existing contract.

3.3.4 Compatible. Compatible refers to the mutual call between the contracts, the call interface between the contract and the asset is mature, and a similar situation can be conveniently used.
3.3.5 Convenience. Convenience indicates that the contract can be used in most cases simply. The technical barriers are low and no special training or teaching is required.

3.3.6 Observable. Access control needs to guarantee the following two functions: during the execution of the smart contract, it is necessary to monitor the execution status of all contracts to ensure that the loopholes of the contract can be discovered in time; ensure that all contracts can be effectively supervised, after the transaction problem occurs. It has the ability to perform third party verification.

3.4 Design concept of smart contract
At present, Ethereum’s smart contract uses a layered design to separate the data contract from the controller contract, so as to avoid the operation command update affecting the data. The perfect combination of smart contracts and token systems can accomplish a range of value transfers. The smart contract is executed uniformly at all nodes, and the determined output is guaranteed according to the determined input and the determined code, and is also the guarantee of the state consistency of all nodes. Finally, smart contracts are called by external triggers, there are no timed calls.

Smart contract design needs to take into account the standard content of the contract content and parameter selection, the contract storage retrieval transmission, and also the operating costs. The implementation of smart contracts requires blockchain as a support, so the size and structure of the blockchain that needs to be considered in its design. Traditional smart contract designs include token, authorization, oracle, randomness, poll, time constraint, termination, math and forkcheck. Under the current blockchain architecture, the operational efficiency, security and decentralization of smart contracts are difficult to be met in the same network. Therefore, the current smart contract design mostly selects the appropriate blockchain according to different scenarios.

3.5 The intelligence of smart contract
The intelligence of smart contracts is the problem we have to focus on. In Section 3, it is mentioned that the smart links have to be intelligent. This chapter shows that through the rational model and design, the intelligence of the contract can be realized.

The current technology is still difficult to completely remove the artificial intelligence, and sometimes encounter unsolvable errors that require the intervention of the maintainer. We can divide the intelligence of smart contracts into the following aspects: intelligent transformation of natural language and machine language; intelligence of contract generation and decomposition; and intelligentization of contract verification.

The conversion between natural language and machine language means that the natural language requirements proposed by the contract participants can be automatically converted into machine language, and the contract can be converted between natural language and machine language.

The intelligent generation of contract means that system can automatically generate machine language contracts according to the requirements of machine language and the basic requirements of computational law; the intelligentization of contract decomposition means that the system language requirements can be changed into multiple independent operation according to the contract split standard. In the next section, the intelligence of contract decomposition will be explained in detail.

4. Modeling
In this part, we divide smart contracts model into execution model, structure model and state model, and propose a classification method of smart contracts. The execution model is
used to explain the operation mechanism of each contract in the smart contract system. To facilitate computer execution of contracts, a method of dividing each contract into several sub-contracts is proposed. We assume that all contracts are error-free, there is no ambiguity, and the contract is unique in the split result. Because different asset types have diverse calling methods and detection methods, different types of contracts control different types of assets to protect the contract’s control over assets. The state model of the contract represents the whole life cycle of a smart contract from deployment and execution to final termination. When the contract is in different states, the control content that needs to be accessed is different, and the control state of its external interface is different under different states. It is worth to know that the contract state here refers to the entire contract.

4.1 Execution model
The execution of smart contracts can be divided into four stages: signing, deploying, executing and ending. The execution model of smart contracts is shown in Figure 2. After the user makes a request, the contract text is automatically generated. After the two parties sign the confirmation, the contract needs to be verified by the verification tool to be deployed to the contract executor on the blockchain to start running. If it is a new contract, it is saved in the contract event library as a backup. During the operation of the contract, various digital assets are manipulated according to the contract content. If there is a breach of contract, the penalty is imposed according to the contract, and the credit situation is updated; if there is a dispute, the third party (usually the authority) is involved in the forensics.

4.1.1 Structural model. Analogous to the relationship between the main contract and the subordinate contract existing in the traditional contract, we divide the model design of the
smart contract into control contract and based contract, in which the based contract can be divided into logical contract and data contract in the end. The method of contract splitting will be instructed in the next section. The logical contract does not store the state, focus on the running function and running state; the data contract provides the data structure definition; stores the interface for reading and writing data; saves the assets, status, user and other data to the blockchain; and can be from the blockchain. Read the data.

The control contract determines which base contracts are called based on the contractual content signed by both parties. The control contract controls the mutual calling and execution order between different logical contracts; the logical contract acquires the data after accessing the data contract, returns the data to the data contract after processing, and is saved by the data contract; the data contract is responsible for storing and handling the data.

As shown in Figure 3, a logical contract and a data contract form a simple contract function implementation, but data contracts and logical contracts may be one-to-one calls, one-to-many calls, many-to-one calls, and many-to-many calls. Therefore, it is necessary to consider the operating mechanism and conflict handling mechanism under different calling conditions. Data contracts can sometimes need to be read and written by multiple logical logic contracts, so we need to add read and write controls – control which addresses can access the data, in what order.

4.2 The method of contract splitting
To facilitate the execution of the contract by the computer, the contract needs to be split. To facilitate this split, we divide the contract into: a root contract, molecular contracts and atomic contracts. The atomic contract is the smallest functional unit and can perform certain functions.

The actual operation of the smart contract system is the atomic contract, which can be called between each other. A molecular contract is a collection of complete logical operations, data storage, and status updates. The root contract consists of several molecular contracts and atomic contracts, which can complete the content specified in the traditional contract, as shown in Figure 4.

There are two main types of atomic contracts: the contract to complete a complete logical operation, the contract to complete the data operation and the status update. Based on these
two types of atomic contracts, we can complete the various operations required by the
contract.

To standardize the interface of atomic contracts, we need to divide the types of atomic
contracts. The logical contract is divided into digital contract and actual contract according
to whether it needs to be directly connected with the real world. It can also be divided into
interactive contract and inspection contract according to whether the external contract or
asset is operated. Finally, the logical contract can be divided into digital assets contracts,
contracts for manipulating real assets, contracts for detecting the state of digital assets and
contracts for detecting the state of real assets, the classification criteria for atomic contracts
are shown in Figure 5.

The operation of a smart contract is to realize the processing of assets, to control
the different assets, and to set different parameters for the assets. Assets can be
divided into digital assets and real assets. Digital assets can be divided into financial
service assets and non-financial assets. Real assets can be divided into movable assets
and non-mobile assets. The assets controlled by smart contracts can be divided into
the above four categories, and the classification method is shown in Figure 1
(Eze et al., 2017).

To standardize the contract, it is necessary to ensure that the results of the splitting of
each contract performing the same function are consistent. This requires mathematical
methods to prove it, and it is what we need to do in the future.

4.3 State model

According to the possible situations during the contract operation, we divide the contract
into five states: deployment, execution, failure, default and cancellation, as shown in
Figure 6. Inside, deployment is pre-run state. The system needs to ensure that no deadlock is
found in the contract.

4.3.1 Deployment. The contract needs to be verified before deployment, and the post-
deployment contract monitors the external conditions through the interface. Once triggered,
the contract begins to execute.

4.3.2 Execution. During the execution phase, multiple steps are executed sequentially
or in parallel according to the contract content, and there is a default condition or an
execution failure, and these operations are performed according to a predetermined
script.

![Figure 5. Classification criteria for atomic contracts]
4.3.3 Failure. Failures in the contract may have logical errors, data processing errors, hardware failures, etc. When encountering an error, it needs to be dealt with in time according to the existing error handling mechanism to avoid causing greater losses.

4.3.4 Default. If one party defaults, it may affect the other party to continue to perform the treaty. Therefore, in case of default, it needs to be resolved according to the pre-default situation. If it has not been fulfilled as of the completion date (or the step is seriously delayed, the subsequent steps cannot be completed in time), the defaulting party will need to be punished according to the terms of the breach. To ensure that the breach of contract processing will not be controversial, a more complete default processing logic is needed.

4.3.5 Logout. Once the contract is fulfilled or expires, it needs to be cancelled. Besides, the contract data will be stored in database.

5. Application
The application of smart contract can not only reduce cost and conflict probability, improve efficiency and execution rate, but also change the original production-circulation-consumption mode and transaction structure. Through literature research and factual investigation in factories, we summarize the shortcomings of current milk trading mode, and analyze the changes brought about by the use of intelligent contracts to the current trading structure and trading mode. We also use milk as an example to illustrate how the application of smart contracts can change our life.

5.1 Current schema
As shown in Figure 7(a), the current mode of production is that the manufacturer adjusts the production volume according to the comprehensive transportation cost, the production capacity of each factory and the existing inventory after aggregating and forecasting the demand according to the sales feedback from supermarket counters. The circulation cost of products is mainly from manufacturer’s inventory to distributors (mainly supermarkets), but the implicit cost of customers to supermarkets should also be considered. Consumption completion is ultimately marked by the payment of price for the goods purchased by the customer and the acquisition of ownership of the goods.

The main transaction is between manufacturers, supermarkets and customers. The transaction cost between

The manufacturer and the customer is mainly the labor cost and transportation cost of the salesman. Transaction costs between manufacturers and supermarkets are mainly composed of inventory and transportation. The transaction cost between the supermarkets and the customers is mainly inventory cost. In the existing supply mode, the supply is often greater than the demand, resulting in a certain degree of waste of resources. In addition, there are a lot of costs for inventory management and supermarket counter management.

Figure 6.
The running state of contracts
5.2 Schema with smart contract

In Figure 8, the hollow square represents the production node, the hollow triangle represents the sales node, the solid circle represents the customer, the red arrow represents the supply to the customer, and the blue arrow represents the supply to the consumer node. The application of smart contract will affect the transaction structure. It can greatly reduce intermediate nodes and improve the efficiency of resource allocation, as shown in Figure 8(a) to (c).

As shown in Figure 7(b), the application of smart contract can also change the production, transaction and consumption mode of the whole industry. The whole life cycle of the product is controlled by the contract content. According to the actual demand of customers, all the signed contracts are reorganized into new contracts according to the quantity or area, rational resource allocation, and the contracts control the production, circulation and transaction of products. The application of smart contract in milk industry will reduce the intermediate nodes to a greater extent, and bring about the transfer of resources from storage to logistics.

5.3 Other changes

At present, there are still some problems in product quality control. Once a customer in a supermarket takes a bag of milk (we assume that this bag of milk is M1 and its warranty date is D1) and does not want it, he puts it on the shelf of nuts. Supermarket employees did
not return the milk to the exclusive container in time. Another customer finds M1 in D2 (we assume M1 was taken out of supermarket in D2, and D2 > D1) and he buys it. Food safety accidents occur, which is difficult to investigate. Whose responsibility is it?

At this stage, the application of smart contract can ensure that when the goods are scanned at the supermarket checkout office, warnings can be issued once the products expire.

### 6. Conclusion

Through the comparative study of existing smart contracts and their platforms, we summarize the shortcomings of smart contracts, and prospects its future development and research directions. This paper makes a comprehensive summary of the shortcomings of traditional contracts and existing smart contracts, and proposes solutions to these shortcomings. Based on this, the needs of smart contracts are analyzed in combination with reality. This paper presents a smart contract model for computer understanding and execution. According to the nature and needs of smart contracts, smart contract models with more perfect structure is established. The models are mainly divided into several aspects: atomic model, contract structure model, contract state model and contract execution model. These models illustrate the implementation of smart contracts form different aspect.

Starting from the shortcomings of traditional contracts and existing smart contracts, the nature and definition of smart contracts has been further improved. For the convenience of being executed by computer, we proposed a decomposition method of Smart Contract. Finally, we take milk for instance to illustrate how the application of Smart Contract will change our life.

To ensure the proper operation of the contract, formal validation is required before deployment. It can not only greatly reduce the probability of errors, but also reduce the loss caused by errors. To benefit the large-scale application of smart contracts, we need an efficient consensus mechanism. In the future, we will focus on the formal verification and consensus mechanism of smart contracts.
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